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Teaching Philosophy  

 

Student-Centered. Brain-based. Community-based. Place-based. Authentic. Cooperative. Active. Experiential. 

Interdisciplinary. Differentiated. 
 
Allowing students to pursue their interests within the curriculum is a productive means of assuring mastery. Environmental 

science is political, social, economic, and human health-oriented, as well as chemical, physical, and biological. Each concept 

can be related to a real-world problem and divided into its component parts. This allows students to relate to the material in a 

personal manner, internalizing the overall complex picture of modern environmental solutions. Encouraging further exploration 

to foster independent original research that benefits the environment, and thereby the community, is the overall goal of 

effective environmental education.  
 

Producing students that master key concepts is the responsibility of both the student and the educator. Students can facilitate 

their comprehension by knowing their own learning styles and utilizing study methods to suit their needs. Effective educators 

are available and involved in promoting scientific comprehension by creating and maintaining active classrooms that employ 

varied and differentiated strategies. They recognize where their students are disconnecting from the material and provide 

support through adaptation, remaining open to change within a lesson, without deviating from core concepts. Community-

centered projects promote a deeper, more richly integrated understanding through cooperative, active discovery and the 

application of knowledge to action.  The real-world context of these projects imbues concepts with meaning.  Students become 

personally invested in not only the immediate outcome of the project but in environmentalism as a whole. 
 

Active curriculum and group activities facilitate mastery through direct experience, shared discovery, and vicarious learning. 

They engage the student in real, physical ways. The use of multiple sensory inputs ensures information retention and recall via 

repetition.  

 

Some of the community-based research projects my college and secondary students perform are a culmination of semester-long 

studies where students were asked to reproduce their coursework experiences with or for members of the larger community. It 

reinforces what they had learned and creates authentic scientific studies that produce valuable data. Data produced in this 

manner is often shared with state and local government agencies to encourage all involved to be an active citizen in resource 

protection. It empowers participants with confidence as well as with vital skills (https://teresathorntonphd.webs.com Sign in: 

thorntonsquared, password: Happiness1).  
 

Experiential learning is the most effective method to promote higher order thinking. A student who stands in a river, collects 

macroinvertebrates, identifies them, evaluates the water quality based on the results, and shares those results with an interested 

organization will retain and respect the value of the process more than a student who merely memorizes information from a 

textbook. Furthermore, experiential learning allows for several modes of learning to be addressed and increases reproducibility 

of the lessons learned.  

 

I believe in an interdisciplinary approach by utilizing the skills of a variety of stakeholders and incorporating new technologies 

to complete studies that affect policy or may develop community outreach. These cooperative projects are designed to integrate 

different departments within an institution and the community at large towards the desired results. It also teaches the students 

that problems are best solved if not addressed in isolation. Governmental and non-governmental organizations, universities, 

and locals in several states continue to promote and use my programs to monitor groundwater resources, invasive species, and 

land-use effects while expanding their social networks developed through participation (http://getwetproject.org/).  
 

Evolving 
Teaching does not stagnate; educational theory and student populations are always evolving. Sciences in particular change 

frequently and quickly through advancements in technology and execution. Current attitudes and methods in natural resource 

protection, cutting-edge technologies and theories, and the internalization of personal relevance is the goal of all my 

curriculum. This is primarily achieved through reading and reviewing articles in key journals, attending conferences, being a 

member of relevant organizations, and working with professionals in the field to maintain access to equipment and have 

student participation fulfill stakeholder needs. One can also learn a great deal from colleagues.  
 

I am self-critical and always open to new methods of effective instruction. Student mid-term and end-of-semester evaluations 

assist in bringing to light areas that need improvement. Pre- and post- classroom content surveys can also identify areas of 

progress. Conferences, seminars, group sessions and observations with colleagues offer insights and suggestions while 

professors respected by both students and colleagues are a valuable resource to model.  


